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ON SOME EFFECTS OF VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION IN ELECTRON STREAMS*
BY

S. V. YADAVALLI
University of California, Berkeley, California

Abstract. Based on the Liouville theorem an integral equation is obtained for the
solution of electron beam problems having a velocity spread. Assuming a rectangular
velocity distribution (which is justified later) the integral equation is solved by Laplace
Transforms to obtain the solution of the problems of small-signal velocity modulation
in a drifting electron stream, and a drifting electron stream initially possessing full
shot noise in each velocity class.

It is shown that one obtains from the above integral equation the same results as
those given by the Llewellyn equations for the case of a single valued velocity stream.
The problem of finite but narrow velocity spread in the case of an accelerated electron
stream is briefly considered.

1. Introduction. To investigate the consequences of treating the electron stream as
a plasma one can use either one of the two following methods:

1) treat the electron stream as being composed of a number of beams whose velocities
are discrete, or

2) use the distribution function treatment.
The first method has been used by many; quite recently Bohm and Gross [1] used

the same to discuss many characteristics of the plasma. The second method has been
used by Vlasov [2], Landau [3], and recently by Watkins [4] to discuss the behavior
of a plasma, the effect of a velocity distribution on noise in electron streams, etc. We
will use below the distribution function method.

The plasma is completely described by a distribution function of /(r, v, t) such
that —/(r, v,t)/e gives the average number of electrons in a small range of position and
velocity at a time t in the phase space whose coordinates are position r and velocity v.
The behavior of the distribution function is completely specified by the Boltzmann
equation

(i)

where dv/dt is determined by the interparticle forces and any external impressed fields.
The physical assumptions involved in the above are based on the following [5], The
forces acting on a particle in a plasma can be divided into two parts. One is the short-
range force acting on a particle when a close collision is experienced by it during which
there is a heavy momentum transfer, and this is taken care of by the term on the right
hand side in (1). The other part is the long-range coulomb force, due to the other particles
of the system. In the second type of collision, the momentum transfer is small. At any
instant a single electron is engaged in a many body collision, and in (1) the effect of
the same is taken into account as a smoothed out force. This latter force depends on
the distribution function itself and gives rise to many of the plasma characteristics.
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16649 with the University of California.
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That it is so has been shown by Pines and Bohm [5]. In the type of plasmas encountered
in vacuum tubes the collision term can be neglected, since the collisions would have
mainly a minor damping effect, although the same procedure cannot be followed in
the case of a dense plasma. In (1) the value of dv/dt can be obtained by using Maxwell's
equations. Also, in the above equation any currents due to the motion of positive ions
is neglected. To take it into account one can introduce another distribution function
gr(r, v, t) and write an equation similar to (1). If one assumes that positive ions are
uniformly smeared out one need not consider g(i, v, t).

Equation (1) and the corresponding Maxwell's equations form a set of coupled,
Tion-linear integro-differential equations which are extremely difficult to solve.

2. Formulation of the problem for a diode type region for small signals. To simplify
the mathematics we consider below only one dimensional electron streams.

Consider a parallel plane diode region across which there is impressed a d-c acceler-
ating potential and a small a-c potential. The distribution function / satisfies the
specialized Boltzmann equation neglecting collisions

& 4- „ <*L r,F & - n (V\
dt+Vdx-vEdv-°' (2)

where x is the space coordinate normal to the diode planes, v is the x directed velocity,
17 = e/m for an electron and E the electric field.

We can write

E = + EJ", (3)

where V0 is the d-c potential and E1 is the amplitude of the a-c electric field.
Let

f(x, v, t) = f0(x, v) + f\(x, v)e'"'. (4)
It is assumed that /1 « f0 and Ei « Ea ■ One can then split Eq. (2) into two parts as
shown below, one containing the d-c terms only, and the other a-c terms as well.

d/o , dV0 d/p „ . .v — + 77 — — - 0, (5)dx dx dv
■ r 1 d/i dV0 df0 j-, dfo

70,/,+.— (6)

dropping the products of a-c terms.
It is evident from the above that /0 is a function of u only, where

u2 = v2 - 2r,V0 . (7)

The d-c potential V0 is measured with respect to the cathode in the case of temperature
limited flow and potential minimum in case of space-charge limited flow. Similarly the
velocity u is measured at the cathode or the potential minimum depending upon the
fact that the flow is either temperature limited or space-charge limited.

Changing then the variables from x and 0 to 1 and u we have,

v dv = u du + 17 dx, dx = dx,
ox

d_ _V_ d_  3 ^ dV0 d . .
dv u du' dx dx 71 u dx du' ' '
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We also have from Maxwell's equations

= -- r /i do, (9)
€q J — oo

dEj
dx

where e0 is the dielectric constant of free space. After changing the variables according
to the above scheme, substitution of the same into (6) yields

';/■ + £-"W& cms
Integrating the above we obtain

/i(z, m) = /i(0, u) exp ^ [v{x', w)]"1 cfc'J

r (")+ I vu-1 ̂ Et(x') exp [-> £ [»(£, x)]-1 dfJ dx'.

Hence, }i(x, u) can be determined from the above integral equation (11), knowing
v(x, u), /i(0, it), f0(u) and Ei(x). The only boundary condition needed is the value of
/1(0, u). We can also obtain an integral equation for the current as follows:

ii(x) — / vfi(x, v) dv = / m/i(x, u) du (12)
J o Jo

if the diode is open-circuited for a-c* the total a-c current density is zero, ke.,

yielding

— [u — jcteoE.] = 0,

E, = 1h-. (13)
Jhlfo

Hence, we obtain after substitution the following integral equation satisfied by the
current**

t'i(z) = J w/i(0, u) exp j^— ju J \v(x', u)}~1 du

+ji /„ ii(x°dx' I d~texp [-> I M)]_1 d*]du-
(14)

This is a non-homogeneous integral equation of the Vol terra type whose exact solution
in a general case can be found only by numerical integration.

*An examination of the Llewellyn-Peterson equations makes it evident that there are a large number
of problems where the condition of total a-c current is equal to zero gives the correct result for the a-c
quantities in the electron stream.

**It has been found by the author through a private communication that the integral equations (11)
and (14) have also been obtained independently by L. R. Walker of the Bell Telephone Laboratories,
and in a somewhat different form by D. A. Watkins presently with the Electronics Research Laboratory
of Stanford University.
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3. Drifting electron stream: Simplified integral equation. For a drifting electron
stream one can write the following simplified forms of (11) and (14):

/.(*, u) = /,(0, u) exp (~J~) + f* vu1 ^ E^x') exp -jUx ~ dx', (15)

ii(x) = £ w/,(0, u) exp du

+ ^~ f t'i(z') di' f ^ exp [-^1 tfuJ«e0 Jo Jo to L W J

(16)

which are to be interpreted as follows. The coordinate x is measured from the entrance
plane of the drift region, and u is the velocity at the entrance plane.

Drifting electron stream with small-signal velocity modulation. We will use below the
integral equation (16) for the solution of a problem treated by Watkins [4] in a different
manner.

Instead of using a Maxwellian distribution of velocities as done elsewhere [4] we
use below a rectangular type distribution for /0(w); the justification for this is given in
Appendix I making use of the Tchebycheff inequality.

For the computation of /i(0, u) the model chosen is as follows. The stream is allowed
to pass through two parallel grids across which there appears a voltage It is
also assumed that no transit time effects occur and the grids are perfectly permeable.

To the left of the gap, we have

fo(u) - ^ [S(u - u.) - S(u - u. - w)], (17)

where p0 is the d-c charge density at the entrance plane, w the width of the distribution
function, S(u — u.) equals unity for u > u, and zero for u < u„ u, being the smallest
velocity of an electron in the drift region defined by its d-c potential. At the right of
the gap, we have

fo + U"" = 5 {s[u - («! + 2vVlei"ty/2] - S[u - (u] + w2 + 2vVlei"')Ui]}. (18)

By expanding the step function in a Taylor series and retaining only first order
terms, we obtain

/,(<>, u)^-v^^8(u-u,) + {u^)w 8(« - «. - w), (19)

where 5 denotes a Dirac delta function having the properties 8(x — Xi) = 1 for x = xx ,
and 8(x — Xi) = 0 for x ^ Xi .
Now we have to solve the integral equation

ii(x) = «/,(0, u) exp (-^f) du

+jk /.i,M dx' I ^ du-
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To solve the above by Laplace Transforms, introduce the Laplace transform i\(«)
defined by

i\(s) — / h(x)e~" dx, real part of s > 0. (20)
J0

Taking now the transform of (16) and using the rule for the transform of a convolution
we have

. r r
LJo S + j(co/u) JL jueoJo du S + j(co/w) J (21)

h(x) = ~ [ h(s)e" ds. (22)
Zttj Jp-jco

Here, /3 is so chosen that all the singularities of z'i(x) lie in the region where the real part
of s < (3.

We also have,

|f^ = ^{8(u-u.) - 8(u-u.-w)}. (23)

Substituting (19) and (23) into (21) and intergrating, we obtain

<,oo - (s+'i)(s + st+J + «:d + «/»,)]' <24)u.( 1 + w/u,)

where «I = vPo/ta ■ One then has to find the poles of ii(s). These are

CO CO* - -1*1.2. — 9
CO CO I J

ji, M,(l + w/u.) J ± 2

Then, i^x) = Ae"x + Be"1, i.e.,

ii(x) = juVyPovle"' — e"']\j

+^(1+W '(26)u, u,{ 1 + w/u,)_

_ CO V 4coj I172!"1
\u, u,{ 1 + w/u,)) u](l + w/u,) J J

(26)

Neglecting terms of the order greater than one in w/u, , (which is applicable to a
narrow distribution), we obtain after some manipulation,

«■» ^ >•(' - sXsX- [(> - 3 ?]} - - u) £]• w
Notice that as we let w go to zero, we obtain a result identical with that from the analyses
of Hahn [6] and Ramo [7].

For the sake of comparison the result of Watkins [4] is quoted below in (28).

i,(ll s -a¥i h (i _ A) ^ |sin _ A) exp _ A) $-], (28)

where, —I0/u, = p0 of the present analysis, see Eq. (27), and <r = eV0/kTe, k being
the Boltzmann constant and Te the cathode temperature.
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Equation (28) has been obtained using a Maxwellian distribution and a series method
for solution. One can see from Eqs. (27), (28) and Appendix I that the current amplitude
obtained with a rectangular distribution is a little less than the one assuming a Max-
wellian velocity distribution.

Drifting electron stream initially possessing full shot noise. We next consider another
simple example to determine the effect of the thermal velocity spread on noise. Consider
a drifting electron stream initially possessing full shot noise in each velocity class, or
electrons having a velocity in a small interval around some particular velocity. For
this computation one needs to find the convection current produced by shot noise in
each velocity class, and assuming that the noises due to different velocity classes add
in a mean square manner we obtain the total mean square noise current. This problem
has been treated by Watkins [4] and by Pierce [8] in different manners from the following.

Consider then the ith. velocity class, or electrons having a velocity in a small interval
around u: .

/i(0, wO = [2euip0(ut) A/]1/2w_i S(u - ut), (29)

i.e., we assume that the input is pure shot noise. The condition on the above expression
is u, < u{ < u, -f- w, assuming again a rectangular type distribution. We have to solve
the equation

(21)

c2euip0(ui) A/)1/2 j l joopo
S + j(u/Ui) I jut0 U,(u. + w)

Define now,

Then we have

*'(s> " [{ S+';Wi!) ■'"J1 jL, I "t+ '<«/») du

' _ JL r wi8(tt-«.) - -»)i a- (30)
Juto Jo W[S + j(u/u)] J

(.+*)(.+'} 1_\ u,/\ u, + wjJ J

[:2eUiPo(u,) A/]1/2 = ii . (31)

^= {(s++l2a + W/Ml)}{(s+?)(s+^r+J} ]} (32)

= [(8 - s,)(s - s2) - (^)2( 1 - [(s - s.)(s - s2)(s - S3)]"1. (33)

At this point to simplify the computations we neglect terms of order greater than one
in w/u. and write

2* _7-*L ±
u, u,'

s3 = —j (34)
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Define now

(Ui — U,)/Ui = « . (35)

Then the inverse Laplace transformation is taken and after making the indicated approxi-
mations, one obtains

h(x') ^ — i,[exp — jux/u,][cos (wPx/u.) + je(u/uP) sin (uPx/u.)}. (36)

The minus sign appears in the above because of the present notation regarding p0 and
o>p . From (36), we find

| ii(x) |2 = ii{cos2 (upx/u,) + (o>/w/»)2e2 sin2 (uPx/u,)}. (37)

Expression (37) is the noise current at x due to an injected noise current in the ith
velocity class at x = 0. We have

i2, = 2eh Af, (38)
where /, = p0(Mi). m, is the current carried by the ith velocity class.

We have assumed at the start that the noise due to electrons of different velocity
classes are independent, i.e., they add in a mean square manner. As is done also by
Pierce [8] we can write

| i |2 = 2e70 A/{cos2 (ccPx/u,) + («2)(co/ooP)2 sin2 (wPx/u,) J (39)

where, I0 = I< and

<t2) = (i//o) Z = (i/^) E - u.y, (40)i i
i.e., (e2) is of the order of the mean square velocity distribution divided by the mean
square velocity. Notice that the above result agrees with that of Watkins [4],

The minima of the above expression (39) occur at

oipx/u, = 7r/2 + nir (41)

and the minimum value is

(t2)min ^ <€2>(u/a,P)22elo A/. (42)

We next note that Pierce [8] has shown that one obtains the same result when one
treats the above problem using the Llewellyn-Peterson equations. The assumption in
the above procedure is that there is no correlation between velocity and current fluc-
tuations.

The author [9] has shown recently that the above assumption is valid provided
one considers that

a) The fluctuation quantity associated with an electron is independent of the rest
of the fluctuations,

b) the fluctuation quantities are identically distributed, and
c) the process is stationary in time, and observations are made after a steady state

is reached.*
4. Solution of integral equation in an accelerating region—single velocity stream.

It is desired to obtain the Llewellyn form of equations for an accelerating region. To

*For further details see Ref. 9.
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do this one has to assume that all electrons at a given plane have the same velocity
at any instant. We have

ii(x) = J w/i(0, u) exp ju I" (v(x', «)) 1 dx'J du

JO)t0

With

ii(s') dx' ~ exp |(v(£, u))'1 rffj rfw.

t = f [v{x\ m)]"1 dx',
Jo

we can write (14) as
r°° rx rm a f

ix{x) = / m/i(0, w) exp (—jcor) du + / z'i(x') dx' / exp [— ju(r — r')] dw,
Jo Jo Jufo CfM

where it is understood that* t = r(x, u) and, r' = r'(x', u). By a proper choice of /i(0, u)
one can consider either current or velocity modulation or both simultaneously.

Input current modulation alone. The above integral equation can be written in the form

ii{x) = z'i(O) exp (— jar) + f i,(x')K(x, x') dx', (43)
Jo

where

K(x> = I (]i) |fexP ["^(t ~ T')] du (43a)

is called the kernel. The solution of (43) can be written as

ii(x) = iM exp (-j'ojt) + [ i^OjLix, x') exp [-jur'] dx', (44)
Jo

where L(x, x') is called the resolving kernel; it satisfies the following integral equation

L(x, x') = K{x, x') + J K(x", x)L(x', x") dx" (45)

as follows from the Fredholm theory [10] of integral equations. Thus, to solve[the integral
equation (14), one has to solve (45) to obtain the resolving kernel L(x, x').

Now, for the Llewellyn approximation we write

f0(u) = u'h S(u — Ui), (46)

where I0 is the d-c current and u{ is the entering velocity, S(u — u^ is a Dirac delta
function.

We then can evaluate K{x, x') as follows:

K{x' x'}(d~texp [~Mt - t')] du

= I fo{texp [~Mt - t')]} du-
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Substituting then the value of f0 we have

K(x, x') = {exp [-jur(x, Ui) + joir'ix', «,)]} (47)

since the delta function vanishes at the two limits.
Next, one has to find the resolving kernel L(x, x'). At this stage we note that if

<f>(x) = \p(x) + [ 4>(x')K(x, x') dx', (48)

then,

<f>(x) = \p(x) + [ ^(x')L(x, x') dx', (49)
« Jo

L(x, x') being independent of the form of 4>(x) and \p(x). We can therefore use the re-
solving kernel obtained by Knipp [11]:

L{x, x') = - {v!o[r(x, Ui) - t'(x', w,)] exp [~Mt - r')]}M>, u^v(x', M,)]-1. (50)

Going back now to the integral equation (43) we have

h(x) = 1,(0) exp (-j'cor)

r (51)- / t',(0){exp {-jur')}vIo(,T - t'){exp [-jco(r - T')]}[tav(x, ux)v{x', w,)]-1 dx'
«'0

= ;,(0){exp (->r)}[i - ^r2^) f' (r - r'Mx', u,)]-1 &'].

= dr'. (52)

We note that
dx'

v(x', ut)

Integrating (51) we obtain

ii(x) = ii(0)[1 - (TiIo/2eo)(T2/v(x, u,^))] exp (-jW). (53)

Equation (53) gives precisely the same result as the Llewellyn [12] equations for initial
current modulation alone. Equation (53) can be written in the form

ii(x) - E*ii{0) exp (—jar) (54)

as in the notation of Llewellyn.
Input velocity modulation alone. We have again for the Llewellyn approximation

f0(u) = m_1/0 S(u — u,).

We assume that the velocity gap is rather narrow. The above equation represents the
conditions to the left of the gap; to the right of the gap we have

fo + fie'"' = ulIQ S(u - Ui- 0,(0)ei"), (55)

where i',(0) is the amplitude of the velocity modulation. To obtain the Llewellyn form
of equations, we now have to consider that the entrance plane of the electron stream
is permeable, and w,(0) « w, (the a-c velocity modulation is small in comparison with
the entrance d-c velocity).
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Expanding now the delta function in (55) and retaining only the first order terms,
we obtain

/,(0, ui) ^ —fi(0S'(u — ui), (56)

where S'(u — it,) is the derivative of the delta function with respect to u.
We use again the same integral equation (43) and the resolving kernel L(x, x')

given by (50). Making use of (56), (43) and (50) as before we obtain

ii(x) = Vi(0)[t>(a;, ui)]~ljuTl0 exp (,-jwr) . (57)

Equation (57) can also be written as

ii(x) = v1(0)ri~1jueoulL(x, 0) . (58)

Equation (57) gives precisely the same result as the Llewellyn [12] equations for initial
velocity modulation alone, i.e.,

ii(x) = F*Vi(0) exp (— jur) (59)

as in the notation of Llewellyn. E* and F* can be expressed in the forms given in equa-
tions (53) and (57) after eliminating the space-charge factor f from the Llewellyn co-
efficients by the use of the equation

V ~ = [Ui + v0(x)]2f[r(x, w.OT2; (60)
€0

vl(x) = 2v(V0(x), and F0(x) is the d-c potential at x.
5. The problem of an accelerated stream with a narrow velocity distribution. The

successful solution of the simple problems considered in the preceding sections justifies
the hope that it will be possible to solve more general problems. One can for instance
make use of the integral equation approach for the case of a finite but narrow distri-
bution of velocities in an accelerating region as follows. Consider a rectangular velocity
distribution,

/„(«) = ^ [S(« - ui) - S(u -u<- w)], (61)

where w is the width of the rectangular distribution, S(u — ui) and S(u — u< — w)
are step functions, i.e.,

S(u — ui) = 1 for u > Ui ,

= 0 for u < Ui .

For the case w <SC u{ , one then obtains the following expression for K(x, x') from
(43a):

K{x, x') ^ —_y!o_ ^ _ E\ JL {exp [—jiWT(x, ui) + jur'ix', w,)]j + A,
JCO€qU{ \ Hi J OXli

where A, a correction term in (62) can be written approximately as

(62)

A ^ .vI°2 (l — —) exp [—jwT(x, ui) + jur'ix', ux)]. (63)
Jlct0Ui \ Ui/
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If we neglect the correction term for the time being, one can see from (62) that the ampli-
tude of K(.x, x') is lower in this case than in the case of the Llewellyn approximation.

Finally, there is the general problem considering a Maxwellian distribution of
velocities instead of the rectangular distribution mentioned above. It appears that this
problem might be solved by numerical methods employing the above approach.

Acknowledgment. The writer wishes to thank Professor J. R. Whinnery for his
suggestions regarding the preparation of the paper and his encouragement during the
course of the above research.

Appendix

Let J be a random variable, m its mean value, a its root mean square derivation and
n a number. Then the following called the Tchebycheff inequality* applies to any kind
of distribution of £,

P(U - m | > na) < n\ (A.l)

The inequality;states that the quantity of mass** in the distribution situated outside
the interval m — no no is at most equal to n'2, and thus gives a good idea
of the sense in which o may be used as a measure of dispersion or concentration.

If one assumes that electrons are emitted from the cathode according to a Maxwellian
distribution of velocities, then the spread in velocity is due to this distribution of
velocities. Consequently, one can use the above inequality to terminate the distribution
at some point instead of considering electrons with all possible velocities. The Max-
wellian distribution of velocities can be written as

n(v) dv ( n0 \ ( — mv2\= tej.explml mv dv, (A.2)

where n(v) dv is the number of electrons in the velocity range v and v + dv, n0 is the total
number of electrons, m the mass of an electron, k the Boltzmann constant and Tc the
cathode temperature.

We then have

/;
n(v) dv = n0

(iv2) = 2 kTJm, (v)2 = irkTe/m

o2v = (y2) - <i>)2 = (4 - T)kTc/2m.

Choosing a value of n = 10, we have no, = 10[(4 — ir)kTc/2m]1/'2 we conclude then
that the number of electrons having a velocity not considered in the above approxi-
mation is at most one percent. Actually this is a very good approximation which can
be seen from the solutions of problems in section III of this paper.

In practical beam-type tubes, electrons are accelerated to a high potential of a few
hundred to a few thousand volts before they enter the drift region. Consequently a
little thought would show that one can neglect a small pip of energy ~0.1 volts super-
posed on an energy of the order of 1000 V. Hence, we can use a rectangular distribution
whose width is w = no, = 10cr„ .

*See for example S. S. Wilks, Mathematical statistics, Princeton University Press, 1943.
**The probability distribution is here interpreted as a distribution of mass.
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